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We present Limmat, a new system for real-time analytics. Limmat

extends a key-value store architecture with:

I Push-based processing

I Transactional task execution

I Synchronization

Programming Model

map : (k1, v1)→ list(k2, v2)
reduce ′ : (k2, v2, aggold)→ (k2, aggnew)

Execution Model
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Transactions

I Insert
Replicate k1, v1
Choose node to execute map

Add map task m to queue

I Map
Remove map task m

Write result k2, v2 to N2
Add reduce task r to queue

I Reduce
Remove reduce task r

Replicate new result k2, agg1

Related Work

I We preserve all properties of the traditional MapReduce
framework [OSDI’04]: exactly-once semantics, non-blocking

execution in case of node failures, and scalability.

I Google Percolator [OSDI’10] is similar but without exactly-once
semantics and the high-level MapReduce programming model.

I Incoop [SOCC’11] cleverly recomputes MapReduce results when
new data arrives.

We developed an application on top of Limmat. The application

analyzes Twitter data in real time. It tracks which URLs are “hot” on

Twitter right now—for every domain of the Web.

Use it to reorganize web pages based on popularity on Twitter:
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Demo

I Live web application: analyzes the free 1% Twitter stream
http://limmat.ethz.ch

I Scalability: we analyze a 100% Twitter stream using 14 machines

I Fault tolerance: kill any node, watch what happens

We thank Jens Teubner from which we shamelessly copied the poster idea and design.

The background image shows the Limmat river in Zurich. Image from http://feeiliu.wordpress.com


